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The urge to go camping has stayed with me over the years, fueled with the memories of the many good 
outings I have enjoyed, dating back to my youth growing up in Michigan. The ground somehow seems harder now, 
plus finding the time for trip planning and equipment packing just never materializes. Memories of sudden weather 
changes washing out an outing also dampened my thoughts. The more Linda and I began to age, camping, as we had 
traditionally viewed it, was beginning to feel like too much work. Ultimately, we were forced to rethink how we 
wanted to camp as we became older.  

The old tent, sleeping bags and camper stove had served us well, allowing for many low cost outdoor 
adventures. As a part of our aging process, comfort during our outing moved up the priority ladder. It became clear 
that we needed a better way to go camping. 

First we reviewed motor homes and quickly determined that the initial cash outlay coupled with low gas 
mileage and higher gas costs made this impractical for our life style. Next we looked at tent trailers containing 
stoves, refrigerators and a heater. This came close to working for us, with modest initial cash outlays varying from a 
thousand dollars or so for used trailers, to up to ten thousand for new units having all the appliances. We finally 
eliminated tent trailers for our use when we determined that they would require us to own either a truck or SUV to 
tow them, plus they would take up too much precious parking space. Our search eventually narrowed to 
campervans, and we finally chose a Eurovan campervan model as our target. The Eurovan offered good gas mileage 
(17-18 mpg), comparatively low cost, plus their smaller size gave us better in town handling/parking capabilities. 
After months of following the various advertising media, we located a 1999 model that met our criteria for cost, 
condition and vehicle mileage. We finally felt ready to go camping again. 

Our first trip was not a long one, in fact it barely lasted a weekend, but we sure had fun. We packed up 
food, float tubes, swimwear and bedding and then headed for central Washington just south of the Potholes, where 
we ultimately stayed at the Soda Lake campground. We were able to use our Golden Eagle Pass to reduce our 
campground fees to roughly $3 per night and found this campground had the wide-open spaces that we searched for. 
Most of the other nearby campers on this particular weekend seemed to be staying at either Potholes State Park or at 
the nearby Mardon Resort, leaving us lots of elbowroom. We spent our weekend comfortably overlooking the lake 
from our campground site with very few neighbors. We stayed cool by using our float tubes during the day and we 
spent our evenings listening to the local coyotes serenade us while we played cards, read and ate our home cooked 
meals. At night we opened up screened windows to pick up airflow off the lake. We slept soundly the entire 
evening, except for an occasional glance outside to watch the moon etch its peaceful image into the lake’s surface.  

Now that we have allowed for our changing needs with new equipment, we can hardly wait for our next 
trip, where we can enjoy nature and the outdoors up close again. 

 
Questions or comments contact Roger Urbaniak @ urbaniakr@aol.com. 
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